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Section 1 Survey background

Survey background
We surveyed ~5,000 nationally representative individuals across
5 European countries
International survey of individuals
N=5,018

Overview
• Primary research on individuals in UK, Spain, France, Germany and Italy through an online
survey conducted in Q1 2019
Overview of respondents
• 1,000 individuals from each of the 5 countries
• Nationally representative sample across age, income, wealth, etc.
• Banking relationships with Incumbents, Challengers and Specialists
Key topics
Feelings about
finances

• Financial priorities

• Level of trust in providers

• Sentiment about finances

• Attitudes to different fin. needs

Neo-providers

• Who are the customers

• Willingness to use traditional
providers instead

• Why do they use neo-providers
Testing a new
proposition

• Interest in new propositions

Bank channel
usage

• Use of bank branches

• Willingness to share data

• Credible providers of new
propositions

• Digital / online banking habits

Limitations
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•

Statistical significance: Research requirements and sample size have been set to develop
insights vs. statistically significant evidence

•

Sample composition: Online surveys by design include a sample bias underrepresenting
segments not able or willing to participate (e.g. older women) and overrepresentation of digitally
active groups (e.g. neo-insurer customers)

•

Interest vs behaviour: Set of questions provide insight on customer interest vs. actual behaviour
(e.g. new tested proposition). A share of customers declaring interest may not use it if offered
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Section 2 RBB findings

4 RBB “bytes” coming out of our financial needs research (1/2)
1. Advice and reassurance in a digital world
2. Design your proposition for your customer base

1

Tagline

Finding

Implications for banks

Customers want
reassurance and
advice

• Nearly a third of customers have deep-seated anxieties
about their finances, particularly younger and lower income

• Many customers would benefit from more financial
guidance and re-assurance

• Respondents were mostly concerned about saving into
retirement (30%) and making ends meet (26%)

• Banks are well-placed to provide this but need to
understand customer concerns and be on their side to
enhance trust while developing appropriate solutions

• Customers are dissatisfied with saving / spending decisions
(66% dissatisfied with LT savings vs 47% with D2D spending)
• Trust in banks is high at around ~60% but there is a gap to
the 80% of customers who want their bank to be on their side

2

Customer
research is
essential to
design a
greenfield
offering set up
for success
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• Opportunity in the “automated savings” and “roboadvisory” space, esp. for “smoothers” and “strugglers”
• Banks should aim to deliver financial well-being

• Reasons why neo-bank users liked their accounts varied
greatly by country
– Pricing, ease of onboarding and cheap FX most pop
– UK liked low cost to spend abroad (21%)
– EUs liked low a/c cost (19%) and easy onboarding (16%)

• A copy-paste approach between countries is unlikely to
end well due to market differences
– You can’t just drag and drop a Monzo or Revolut
– Need to do discovery phase (DT, cust research, …)
– Neo-customers aren’t lost yet…but need to act now!

• Nearly 2/3 of neobank users would be happy to use a
traditional bank offering similar propositions and pricing
– Those with high bank trust are 12% more likely to prefer
to use a traditional bank
– Wealthier neo-bank customers more likely to prefer to use
a trad bank: 68% for income 50k+ vs. 35% for income <10k

• Scope for traditional providers, backed by strong
brands & high trust, to offer similar services to retain
and (re-)capture some neo-users
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4 RBB “bytes” coming out of our financial needs research (2/2)
3. Financial coach is good but would life coach be better?
4. Customer segmentation should address customers biggest concerns

3

4

Tagline

Finding

Implications for banks

Financial coach
is enough for
some – others
might need more
holistic life
coach to see
benefit

• We tested a proposition which offered aggregation, analytics,
virtual coaching, personalized advice and automation
– 1/3 of respondents would be interested in this proposition
as a whole (50% for regular users of mobile banking)
– Banks are the provider of choice (62% opted for a bank
to provide this), mostly due to safety and natural fit
– Interested respondents liked the quick statistics the most,
followed by personalised advice and virtual advisor
– Customers happiest sharing financial data to power this
(51%) vs health (47%), wearables (46%) & location (42%)
– Adding the ability for the proposition to automate tasks
turned off nearly a quarter of participants

• Scope for banks to offer innovative new digital
proposition around analytics and personalised advice,
esp. targeting customers concerned with managing
through the unexpected

What customers
are really
worried about is
a big
determinant of
their interest in
various digital
propositions

• We used stated financial needs to identify three customer
segments with different profiles, feelings, and product usage
– Planners are typically older and more affluent, mainly
focused on saving for retirement. They show av. use of
neobanks, and are most likely to return to traditional banks
if given same offers. They show lower interest in new
propositions, esp. more complex / auto features
– Strugglers: are younger and less affluent, mainly focused
on making ends meet. They have low levels of trust for
banks and usage of neobanks and show avg. interest in
new propositions, mainly driven by quick stats / guidance
– Smoothers: have average age & income. They are the
heaviest neobank users and are least likely to switch back
to traditional banks for same offers, but are most interested
in new digital propositions, which could win them back

• Taking a financial needs lens offer a valuable alternative
/ addition to traditional demographic or transactionbased customer segmentation

?
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• Customers need to understand value they get
• Data sharing and automation fears must be allayed

• Knowing your customer should not be viewed as a
compliance tick-box exercise but a source of
competitive advantage
• Banks need to do more research and tailored offers to
win in each group
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1. Advice and reassurance in a digital world

Customers would benefit from more financial guidance and re-assurance;
banks are well placed to provide this and expected to be on the customer side
Certain populations have deep-seated anxieties about their finances
Feeling about managing finances
(% of respondents, n=5018)

30%

~32%

~53%

Retirement and making ends meet are the top financial concerns
Main concerns regarding financial affairs
(% of respondents, n=5018)
26%

29%
22%
17%

13%

15%
7%

11%

11%
8%

7%
3%

In control Content

Neutral

Anxious

Sad

Angry

Cheerful

Positive

Neutral

Preparing for
retirement

Making
ends meet

Negative

Many customers are dissatisfied with their spending / savings decisions
Satisfaction with spending / savings
(% of respondents, n=5018)

Bank trust is high, though there is a gap between how important
bank trust is to respondents and whether they trust their bank
Trust in banks
(% of respondents, n=5018)
1%

2%
19%

34%
47%

Ensuring
Having money
Having
Saving for
children /
to deal with
financial
major
dependents
unexpected buffer/cushion expense (e.g.
are financially events (e.g.
to deal with home deposit,
secure
flood)
any surprises car, house
extension)

3%

6%
31%

53%

Strongly agree

53%
46%

66%
53%
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Large one-off
purchases

Agree
Neither agree or disagree

47%

Not satisfied
Fully satisfied

Long term savings

-18%

Day-to-day

26%
It is important to me that
my bank is on my side

Disagree
14%

Strongly disagree

I trust that my bank is on my side
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2. Design your proposition for your customer base

Customer research and proposition tailoring are essential to design greenfield
offerings set up for success – one size fits all will leave business on the table
Neo-bank users are young, high
income, urban, and digitally
active
Neo-bank user profile

Pricing, ease of onboarding and cheap foreign exchange
were the main reasons for using a neo-bank across most
countries
Top 5 reasons for using a neo-bank
(% of neo-bank users, n=339)

339 respondents

~2/3 of customers would be happy to
use a traditional bank which offered
similar propositions and pricing
Likelihood of preferring trad. provider
(% of neo-bank users, n=339)

19%

16%

~13% of “lost”
customers

15%
12%

60% below 35 years old

10%
4%
9%

38% income above 40k
Pricing low cost

46% urban
41% use neo-insurers

Quick & easy Cheap foreign Look & feel /
Makes
to make
exchange
user interface saving easier
account

49%

2nd

3rd

1st

-

-

76% use mobile banking

DE

1st

-

-

2nd

3rd

more than once a month

IT

1st

2nd

-

-

3rd

FR

1st

3rd

2nd

-

-

ES

2nd

1st

3rd

-

-

enabled services (e.g. Netflix)
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21%

Rank
UK

81% use other internet-

17%

~66% of
“recoverable”
customers
Very likely

Unlikely

Likely

Very unlikely

Neither likely nor unlikely
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3. Financial coach is good but would life coach be better?

There is scope for banks to provide a new digital proposition around analytics
and personalised advice, while managing fears of automation and data sharing
Interest in proposition

Delivery of proposition

1/3 of respondents would be interested in a proposition which
aggregates their financial products
Interest in proposition
(% of respondents, n=5018)
When Automation feature
5%
is added, 22% are
interested in the
19%
proposition, with 20% of
28%
those originally interested
no longer interested
14%

Banks are the most popular provider of choice for such a
proposition
Provider of choice
(% of respondents interested in proposition, n=1368)

14%

6%
1%

A bank

17%

34%

Very interested

Not interested

Interested

Not at all interested

2%

2%

31%

32%

A large data company

Other

Respondents are most comfortable sharing financial data to access
this proposition
Comfortability sharing data
(% of respondents interested in proposition, n=1368)

7%
6%
12%

39%

31%
65%

54%

Love it

41%

Hate it
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Personalised advice

Virtual advisor / coach

11%
16%

12%
17%

14%

26%

26%

25%

18%
Very comfortable
Comfortable
Unsure

37%

35%

33%

10%

10%

11%

9%

Financial

Health

Wearables

Location

Neutral

Quick statistics &
overview of finances

An insurer

Neutral

Respondents interested in the proposition liked the quick statistics
the proposition could provide
Respondents’ feelings about proposition features
(% of respondents, n=1647)

67%

A financial advice app

62%

Uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable
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4. Customer segmentation should address customers biggest concerns

What customers worry about is a big determinant of their interest in various
digital propositions – “smoothers” most susceptible to digital offerings today
Main identified segments and their concerns
Strugglers
Main concern:
Make ends meet

Smoothers
Top concern:
Funds to deal with the unexpected

Different profiles by segment

Planners
Young
Age
(% <35)

Low
Income
(% <20k)

Smoothers

Strugglers

Planners

47

+65%

Feel
negative Smoothers
re finances
(%)

51

Strugglers

Planners

Different feelings by segment

31

Smoothers

24

31

+113%

51

Planners:
Top Concern:
Save for retirement

Trust
their
bank
(%)

24

Planners

+92%

28

Strugglers

46

Planners

61

Smoothers

Strugglers

Different interest in neo / digital
propositions by segment

62

Neobank
usage
index
(Total
UK=100)

Smoothers

58

70
+40%

Strugglers

Planners

+5%

60

Interest in
new
Smoothers
proposition
(%
interested.) Strugglers

50

28
+18%

33

29

Note: all segment statistics are provided at a global level.
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QUALIFICATIONS,
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING
CONDITIONS

This report is for the exclusive use of the Oliver Wyman client named herein. This report is not intended for general circulation or
publication, nor is it to be reproduced, quoted or distributed for any purpose without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman.
There are no third party beneficiaries with respect to this report, and Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.
Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been
independently verified, unless otherwise expressly indicated. Public information and industry and statistical data are from sources
we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The
findings contained in this report may contain predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such predictions are
subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.
The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation
is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.
All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations contained in this report are the sole
responsibility of the client. This report does not represent investment advice nor does it provide an opinion regarding the fairness
of any transaction to any and all parties.

